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Where'sGeorge?
Ileksite Tracks Currency

Travels in commerce; MOM In 2 years
Iv Fred heed

D ID YOU EVER WONDER WHERE THAT
paper money in your pocket has been, or
where it will go next? Well, a New
Englander did, and he set up a system to

find out. Paper money collectors ponder the "stories" a
note could tell "if only it could." By participating in the
www.wheresgeorge treasure hunt you too can uncover

some of those previously hidden stories.
Welcome! to Where' s George? The Great American

Dollar Bill Locator. This is the place to find out. The site is the
brainchild of Hank Eskin. His creation can help you as a paper
money collector learn more about the money in your
pocket/ pocketbook / or purse.

Hank describes the purpose of his website as a "fun
activity." Formally, its mission statement is: "www.wheresge-
orge.com at which users enter the denominations, serial num-

bers, and series years of U.S. paper money into the database (along with the
zip /post code where they are), mark the bills with the Website address and
spend the bills, hoping people will see their bills and do the same."

Although he owns and maintains the website, Hank had "only" regis-
tered 3,588 bills since he started it up November 19, 1998 to 2003. The site
went "live" December 23, 1998. The 38-year-old Massachusetts resident has
a nearly 32% hit rate (5.5% per cent is the average hit rate; 10% is consid-
ered excellent) since then, meaning roughly a third of the notes he has
EMSed (entered, marked and spent) since then have been reported to the
website one or more times since.

A "hit" is the re-registration of a bill in the immense database.
Registrants enter its denomination, Series, Serial Number, their postal zip
code, and whether they have the note in their possession at the time of the
reporting.

Eskin credits associate Kendall Chun with the site's name. Hank's off-
spring has sprouted into a grass roots movement.

The website is attractive, animated and very user friendly. Although
called "Where's George?" connoting one dollar notes, the system is also
tracking $2s, $5s, $10s, $20s, $50s and $100s in series since Series 1963
(Granahan-Dillon). A companion site Where's Willy? tracks Canadian
notes. (The Willy site site is named for Sir Wilfrid Laurier, the first prime

This article was written in two parts
Part I was written 2001-2003

Part 2 was written late 2005

During that time Where$ George?
doubled in size

showing the popularity
and staying power of its $ubject

--Editor
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Map A: Tracking $1 FRN L686...A, Series 1999
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• •1110.- This is the known travel pat-
tern of the Anderson bill, although
this is not the circulation pattern
=.111.- that appears in the Where's

George? database. Granting that this
self-selective reporting approach is
not scientific, it still is interesting and
has attracted millions of Georgers.

This is "our" bill; discovered by then
SPMC Treasurer Mark Anderson at
the 2001 Memphis International
Paper Money Show. Given to then
SPMC Secretary Fred Reed at the
SPMC board meeting and "stashed
away" for nearly two years.

minister of French descent, who appears on the $5 bill.)
In addition the website's popularity and success have inspired copy-

cat currency tracking sites in Germany, the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands, Denmark and Japan.

The website is free to registered users, whose identity is password
protected. Eskin supports the monster he's created via advertising and the
sale of WG? memorabilia, including such necessities as WG? bumper stick-
ers, license plate frames, coffee mugs, outerware and boxer shorts.

As of 4/30/03 Where's
George? was tracking
30,276,861 bills (47,820,792 a/o
2 /23/04; 69,511,464 a/o
9/20/05), totalling $175,515,312
($242,336,522, and
$392,711,659) in cold hard cash.
It also claimed 1,791,543 dis-
tinct "users" (re. reporters,
Georgers). This number was
up to 2,278,711 in February,
2004. Today, that number has
grown. Although these notes

represent a small fraction (less than .04 %) of the estimated 20 billion notes
(face value $600+ billion) in circulation, their travels are interesting and
should be especially so for paper money collectors.

By region in the 2003 tabulation, 11.6 million bills had been entered by
Midwest registrants; 10.2 million by inhabitants of the Northeast; 7.5 mil-
lion by Westerners; 4.6 million by Southerners.
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The back of "our" bill; spent in
Oklahoma City on 4/29/03 at an
Albertson's grocery store deli. In
2003 I wrote: "Let's see if it pops up
again on the "Where's George" radar
screen." Von, it did in nearby
Choctaw, OK, 220 days, 13 hours,
and 9 minutes later. According to
playful calculations at the database,
it had traveled the 18 miles at 0.08
"miles per day."

The international scope of all this note tracking has not escaped the
mass media. Where's George? has been featured in articles by the Associate
Press, USA Today, The Washington Post, The New York Times, Business Week,
New York Times Magazine, Entertainment Weekly, Playboy, Family Circle, the
LA Times, Chicago Tribune, Christian Science Monitor, Pittsburgh Tribune,

Tampa Tribune, Orlando Sentinel,
Jerusalem Post, The Guardian in
London, The Wall Street Journal
online, Bloomberg.com , as well
as broadcast segments of the
Howard Stern Show, National
Public Radio, the Kim Komando
syndicated computer program,
the Canadian Broadcasting Co.,
MSNBC, CNN and a host of
smaller market publications and
broadcasts.

The site has also sparked
its own lingo, which has been chronicled by Georger Jordon Kalilich (better
known in the WG? Community as Slowpoke). According to Kalilich his
avocation in as a pecquiologist (peh kwee AH luh jist), which he defines as -
- n. A person who tracks money on the Internet. [Term coined by
Slowpoke.] and the activity as pecquiology (peh kwee AH luh jee) - n. The
practice of tracking money on the Internet. [Latin pecunia, money + sequi,
follow + logia, science, theory, or doctrine.] [Term coined by Slowpoke.]

Community members refer to themselves as "Georgers."
The author became aware of the website c. 2000 from a local Dallas TV

station report, but it was in mid-2001 that he was baptised into the WG? fra-
ternity while attending the International Paper Money Show in Memphis.
At the SPMC Board Meeting on June 16th, then Society Treasurer Mark
Anderson pulled the note "he'd just received in the hotel coffee shop" at the
show out of his wallet and and showed it to me.

It was stamped in bright vermillion fore and aft:
"ENTER MY SERIAL #
TO TRACK MY PROGRESS
www.wheresgeorge.com"

I briefly told him what I knew (WG? tracks notes by serial number), and
suggested I'd write an article on the note for Paper Money.

Mark donated the note for the purpose; the author returned to Dallas,

Here's a novel approach to expanding
YOUR hobby horizons.

It's individualized, inexpensive, and intriguing.
Scan your notes before you spend them and you can compile

a virtual gallery of YOUR WG? "collection"
contacted Hank Eskin, the WG? proprietor on June 28th 2001, who was
happy to oblige a journalist interested in his brainchild. From the website
database, I found out that the note Mark had found had traveled from Lake
Elsinore, CA to Memphis, more than twelve hundred miles in the previous
year. That travel is shown (roughly) on Map A.

However, in the press of other activities, the WG?-stamped note, my
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Tuesday, June 10, 2003
	

Notification from Where's George? Your bill has 	 Page: 1
been found!

Subject: Notification from Where's George? Your bill has been found!
Date: Tue, 10 Jun 2003 13:25:45 -0700

From: notify@wheresgeorge.com
To: freed3@airmail.net

Congratulations F.L. Reed!

Your 1999 One dollar bill with serial number J2295---6A has just been re-entered into Where's George?!
Click on the link below to see the tracking report

http://w w w.wheresgeorge.com/report.php3?key=e9383b441ff44998a93cada2c9ee4573

(You may need to copy and paste the entire link into your browser.)

Thanks for visiting Where's George? and be sure to tell your friends!

Go to Where's ãeorge? right now: http://www.wheresgeorge.com

	Cool Link 	
FreshAddress.com - The Free Change of Email Address Directory
http://freshaddress.com/home.cfm?froin=wheresgeorge
Ever Changed Your Email Address? Don't lose touch with your
friends and business contacts. Register for FREE at
FreshAddress.com , the Free Change of Email Address Directory.

Notification of his first
Wheresgeorge? hit was a big
occasion for one novice
Georger.
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I almost spent this note at a toll
booth on the George Bush tollpike in
Dallas when I noticed the very subtle
red wheresgeorge stamping upside
down at the border of the design. I
substituted another bill for payment,
returned to Oklahoma City and
reported the note on Sept. 9, 2003. It
had been entered on Feb. 19, 2003 in
Cumming, IA, and re-reported on
June 24, 2003 in Yukon, OK. Yukon
is right outside OKC, so it is ironic
that it had traveled to Dallas and
returned to the Yukon area 76 days
later. Along the way someone had
hand written the message in black
ink "Track This Bill At" also in the
bottom margin. The note is both
well worn and torn.
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Map B: Tracking Bill $1 FRN D776...L, Series 1995
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D776...L Series 1995
7/22/00-4/01/03

Bill D776---L Series 1995 is one of
the most recorded notes in the WG?
database. In 32 months the bill was
observed in 15 locations in four
states. "Average" circulation of a $1
FRN, according to government sta-
tistics, is 18 months. This note has
had no additional hits in the two and
one half years since. Has it been
retired, or is it still lurking?

information from the electronic interview with Eskin, as well as additional
data gleaned from the web went into a folder. There it became misplaced,
survived an inter-state move and subsequently reappeared nearly two
years later, at which time the author resumed the note's story by re-enter-
ing data in the WG? database, spending it at a local grocery store sandwich
shop for a quick bite before a movie, and hoping to follow its subsequent
travels. These "illegal" carries (Memphis to Dallas, and Dallas to
Oklahoma City) are also depicted on Map A. Although such side trips
obviously occur frequently, the resultant revealed "hits" still map the
known travels of notes entered into the WG? database.

Bill L6863---2A, Series 1999 also sparked the idea of stamping a quan-
tity of additional notes with the WG? data and following their pathways
down the streams of commerce in the succeeding months. While "hits" --
in the nature of a parlor game -- seem important to the majority of the WG?
Community, currency circulation seems a lot more interesting and worth a
followup to this article at some future time.

There's no "rules" per se on marking the notes. A hand-written WG?
message will suffice, but serious Georgers purchase rubber stamps to speed
up the process.

I ascertained that the WG? website formerly sold rubber stamps at $15
bucks for marking the bills. These "official" notes sprouted the message:

"See where I've been
Track where I go next!
www.wheresgeorge.com"
Wheresgeorge.com has since suspended selling rubber stamps. (I was

to learn later, why ... so read on).
Other typical messages entered by Georgers, according to the website

include:
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Map C: Tracking Bill $1 FRN F077...H, Series 1999
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"How far does your money go?
Find out here:
www.wheresgeorge.com "
or
"Enter, Mark, Spend
Track this bill's journey
Enter series & serial # at:
www.wheresgeorge.com"
or
"Please report sightings
of this bill to:
www.wheresgeorge.com "

Some veteran Georgers swear by hand-written messages as being
more personal, but writer's cramp and available time would seem to limit
such an approach to only the most case-hardened.

So after some deliberation, I also ventured to a local office supply
store and had a similar rubber stamp made up for my own personal use.
My message was:

"Here Today; There Tomorrow
Enter This Note Today On
www.wheresgeorge.com
Follow Its Future Progress"
The rubber stamp cost $25 bucks. Then it was off to the bank to pick

up a pack of 100 dollar bills for the purpose of EMS (enter, mark and spend)
the three cardinal virtues of the WG? Community.

Many WG? addicts stamp all their currency and deal largely in cash
even on large purchases to pump up their scores. New users frequently log

George F077---H Series 1999 shows
a dramatic cross country circulation
pattern steming from a trip to Las
Vegas with a southern gentleman.
This note's recorded history proves
that what transpires in Vegas does
not necessarily "stay in Vegas"! In
23 months, George popped up on
the WG? radar 13 times! Similar to
George D776---L Series 1995 (oppo-
site), F077---H Series 1999 has fallen
off the WG? radar since it reached
its last reported location in
California.



Map D: Tracking Bill $1 FRN L040...S, Series 1999
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L040---S Series 1999 George is a
restless traveler ... from Las
Vegas to Hawaii to Washington,
DC to New York and south Florida
in a mere 13 months! His itiner-
ary compassed more than 9,000
miles at an impressive speed of
nearly two miles per hour!

on to tell the community they've just purchased their first stamp and are
eager to put it to use. This author did too.

Such posts will often bring an attaboy, such as "I'm so stamping proud
of you," from a veteran.

"Georging" is stamping a note, registering it, and releasing it to the
streams of commerce in circulation. Georgers have a shorthand acronym for
the process EMS (enter, mark, spend).

The registration process is colloquially known as "feeding the troll."
What kinds of people "feed the troll?"

A group of rabid WG? addicts has grown up. In addition to message
rings and bulletin boards, Georgefests are held, where Georgers can gather
with likeminded hobbyists. A pair of "WG?As" (Where's George?
Anonymous) rehab sites have even sprung up where Georgers can share their
thoughts and feelings about their WG? addiction.

But, what kind of individual creates a money tracking website? Eskin
holds an MBA from the prestigious Wharton Business School of the
University of Pennsylvania. His "regular" job as a computer consultant and
database architect suggested the possibility of the WG? experiment during a
lunch break. "I thought, wouldn't it be cool to track bills? A website seemed
[to be] the perfect medium," Eskin told USA Today.

SpeedRacer, an Ohio man, is a typical aficianado. "I discovered Where's
George? by finding a marked bill back in April of 2001. After EMSing 22 bills,
I lost interest until finding another marked bill early May 2002. I've been
hooked ever since." In the year since his interest renewed, SR had entered
4,527 bills, and recorded a remarkable 20+% hit rate.

Many Georgers track their hits with pushpins on large wall maps, until
the pushpins fill the available space. Such fans will intentionally pay for
items with cash so they can expand their WG? legacy.
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Close-up of Wheresgeorge? text
on the face and back of the bill
found by then SPMC Treasurer
Mark Anderson in Memphis dur-
ing the International Paper Money
Show in 2001.

"I wanted to go shopping today, but I can't - I don't have enough
stamped bills," Queen Bee wrote. " So, in order to get cash to stamp, I actually
have to go to the Mall, then come home, enter the bills, stamp them and go
back to the Mall again" she added. How to remedy her malaise? "Maybe
malls should have public computer terminals," she suggested.

Ralphie Boy (Ralph Hanson) from Nebraska, a 45-year-old male and a
member since March 26, 2000, had entered 19,167 notes as of April 28, 2003.
Nearly 2,600 (2,595) of his bills had recorded hits totalling more than 3,000
(3,074 precisely). According to statistics kept on the site, the informant ranked
#139 out of 15,230 then active users. His "George Score" was a remarkable
99.1%. He'd received hits on notes he'd marked and spent from all 50 states.

One recent convert, a 29-year-old male from Michigan, entered 1,875 bills
in his first three months of Georging. During that time 153 notes (8+ percent)
of his notes had received a total of 168 hits. A hit, by the way is a bill which is
re-entered into the Where's George? database. A high hit rate is just like an
excellent batting average in baseball; it brings you acclaim and admiration.

Waiting for "hits" is a lot like watching a soccer game. You sit patiently
while your team (notes you've marked and released) go racing crazily, willy
nilly around the "field." You wait and wait and wait. Eventually, from out of
nowhere you get a "hit" (i.e. a goal is scored), and you feel ecstatic. Then you
wait and wait and boom another "hit" (goal) is scored.

Frequent hits are the occasion for bragging rights in the user forum on
the website. Often the activity is very competitive. CP, a 41-year-old
Delaware man, was delighted that his George Score had increased from 920 to
980 in a week. Taekwondo Man hastened to point out six days later that such
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Map E: Tracking Bill $1 K244---I, Series 1999
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By September 2005, 10 notes have
11+ hits; George K244---1 Series 1999
has a mere 9, but has trekked 4,191
miles in 3 years, 12 days, 17 hours
and 25 minutes at an average 3.8
miles per day.

a period of inactivity had lowered CP's score back to the 920 level.
(Note: "The George Score is automatically calculated when you enter

bills and get hits. The more bills you enter, and more importantly, the more
hits you get, the higher your George Score. They aren't worth anything, and
you won't get any prizes. It is solely for the enjoyment by some users that
like to compare themselve with each other," according to Eskin.)

As in any game, contestants must follow the rules. Eskin must be con-
stantly vigilant for "cheaters," i.e. those who make repeitive entries, or pass

"Ballad of Keith"
(may be sung to the tune of Gilligan's Island )

Just sit right back and you'll hear a tale
a tale of a fateful trip

that started at a stamping bench
and continued on like this.

Now Keith was a mighty Georgin' man
his heart was pure and frank

many a bill were stamped that day
for deposit to the bank.

The weather started getting rough
the manager cried foul

defacement is against the law!
You must stop this all right now!

But Keith replied, I don't defraud!
against the law IT'S NOT!

Title 18 section three three three
says I don't have to stop.

The bank called in the treasury
(the secret service men)

They realized that Keith was right!
But had honor to defend.

They found some small and tiny print
translated it themselves,

then jumped on HANK with hob-nail boots
"THE STAMPS YOU CANNOT SELL!"

We learn from this to be discrete.
never to stand out

until of course we get a hit
and then we all can shout!
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The author's "chicken george"
approach to marking notes for
release to circulation initially includ-
ed this bold text on note backs only.
To test hit rates pseudo-scientifical-
ly, he also stamped the identical
message on note faces only and on
both sides.

www.wheresgeorge.com has
become a community of "paper
money collectors" of a sort.
Collectors list profiles of their inter-
ests, their experiences, engage in
chats, swap hints, and some even
post "hit maps" like the one below
marking off state-by-state when one
of their notes is re-entered into the
system by a subsequent finder.

notes among rings attempting to better their hit ratios and George Scores.
"We do like to be sure that the bills actually enter circulation," he told The
New York Times.

So who is the big kahuna in Georgedom? The number one Georger
(based on George Score) in 2003 was Adam Kushner, a 36-year-old New
Jersey man who entered more than 100,000 bills in his first 15 months of
activity. He's gone on to enter a good many more, but his pace has slack-
ened a bit. In total, Adam has registered more than 160,000 bills ("more
than any other Georger") since he was bitten by the bug on Jan. 31, 1999.

Other big names on the George Circuit are Chuck B, a 46-year-old
Buckeye from Ohio, who has
had more than 55,000 hits on
33,000 of his 72,000 bills
entered. Chuck sports a phe-
nomenal 45%+ hit rate.

When pressed, the
"George Community" is often
defensive of their activity.
Roll'n'Dough wrote:
"Georging bills is NOT ruining
them! We just want to know
where they go!"

Another Dan responded:
"But remember, just because we mark our bills, it doesn't make them
ruined or mutilated as long as we do not mess up the security or other
important features on the bill."

Not everybody is so complaisant. Keith, a 36-year-old from North
Carolina became a cause celebre among Georgers when he got in trouble
with his local bank for depositing marked bills there. This led to a Secret
Service investigation of Where's George? in 2000. Keith's plight was com-
memorated by The Ballad of Keith.' Soon after, Keith appeared as a contes-
tant on the TV show Jeopardy! on Sept. 25, 2002.

Officially, wheresgeorge.com "does not encourage the defacement of
U.S. Currency." The law defines "illegal defacement as defacement that
renders bills unfit to be re-issued." Title 18, Section 333 of the U.S. Code
specifically defines forbidden practices as "Whoever mutilates, cuts, disfig-
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Map F: Tracking Bill $100 B042...B, Series 1977
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A Where's George? Mini-Lexicon*
*with apologies to

Slowpoke's Encyclopedia Georgetannica:

boomerang bill -- n. 1. A bill that is entered in one
location, and then hit in the same or a nearby
location with a user note saying that the hitter got
it in another location. 2. A bill that is entered in
one location, hit once or more than once in anoth-
er location, and then hit again in or near the first
location.

Brave George -- n. A bill that is entered and
stamped on the front and the back, because the
initial user does not mind what people think of the
bill's markings. [Term coined by Rob.]

Chicken George -- n. 1. A registered bill that is
marked or stamped on the back only, usually
because the initial user is afraid to pass bills that
are marked on the front. 2. Nickname given to
George Chiasson (b: 1951-- d: 2001), the #1
Georger in the state of WA, because he some-
times had a tendency to mark his bills as Chicken
Georges. [Term coined by Ralph and Rob.]

Dick Clark Bill -- n. A relatively old bill found in
excellent condition in circulation. [Invented by
Dwayne Fishbone Richardson and Blaster.]

EMS -- n. Enter, Mark, Spend. The correct process
of using Where's George?. Enter the bill; then
mark the bill; then spend it. v. To enter, mark, and
spend a bill or bills.

Fifty State Bingo -- n. A hit in every state.
FRB Bingo -- n. A hit from all 12 Federal Reserve

Districts.
Georgeaholic n. a Georger who is hopelessly

addicted to Where's George? to the point of clear

obsession. Also: George--aholic. [Term invented
by Otto]

Georgeaversary n. The anniversary of the day
one joined Where's George?.

George Score -- n. A formula used to rank
Georgers. The formula is 100* (SQRT
(LN(BillsEntered)) + LN(Hits + 1) )* [1 -- (Days of
Inactivity / 90)], where LN = natural log and SQRT
= square root. It goes into effect after about 10
hits. Huh?

Maiden George -- n. The first not previously entered
bill entered by a user. [Term coined by Audrey &
Scott]

natural circulation -- Phrase. The process of
spending and receiving bills in an ordinary fash-
ion.

Prodigal Georger n. A registered user who has
not been active on Where's George? for a long
time, then returns and becomes very active.
[Term invented by Rochester Mike.]

Total Hit Mileage -- n. The total mileage of a user's
hits. Also: THM.

Unconscious George -- n. A bill entered once,
never to be heard from again. [Invented by Happy
Hodag!]

WG?dom n. The principality inhabited by
Georgers when engaged in EMS or flights of
fancy precipitated by their addiction. [coined by
yours truly especially for Paper Money readers]

Wild and Crazy George -- n. A bill that is marked
with Where's George?'s Web address, but not
entered in the database. This is a very bad prac-
tice and not recommended. Enter, Mark, Spend
(in that order) is very important.

ures, perforates, unites or cements together, or does any other thing to any
bank bill, draft, note, or other evidence of debt issued by any national banking
association, Federal Reserve Bank, or Federal Reserve System, with intent to
render such item(s) unfit to be reissued."

As far as Georgers are concerned, a dollar is a dollar still even when
stamped, because it can still be spent. The Feds seem to agree. They cleared
the WG? activity because it did not render the bills useless, and no attempt
was being made to defraud by altering denomination or serial numbers. A
BEP spokesperson concurred. "According to the laws as they stand now, the
practice [of putting messages on U.S. currency] is not illegal," the BEP rep told
The New York Times.

On his part, however, Eskin quit selling rubber stamps. He now tells
Georgers to obtain one at a local supply store. He also bans mass bank dumps.

Hits are recorded in the immense database, Computer guru Eskin has
created. Registrants enter its denomination, Series, Serial Number, their postal
zip code, and whether they have the note in their possession at the time of the
reporting.

The database records the time and date of each re-registration, the loca-
tion of the report, the note's "travel time" since its immediately previous entry,
the distance covered in miles, and the note's "average speed" in miles per day



Friday, July 4, 2003

Notification from Where's George? Your bill has
been found!

Subject: Notification from Where's George? Your bill has been found!Date: Fri, 4 Jul 2003 13:23:05 -0700
From: notify 	 eormcs2Ln

To: freed3@airmail net

Congratulations F.L. Reed!

://www.wheres eorae.c m/re rt.ohm3

Clickcukr 1
999
 the °1 innekdollarbtioll

sweeitthhseetrriaaclkinunm
g rt?preoK:4

.122ed2nne,,_., ____ - --------------------

583---.3j has just been re-entered into Where's George?' __--------- -—

Fnday, July 4, 2003 	

-- Notification - rom Wheres George? Your bill has(You may 1.„_,,, ,,need to copv2„., 	
been found'

- - 	

___ ------
------- — - - --- —

s
Subject: Notifies

don from Where's George? Your bill has been found!

Date: Fri, 4 Jul 2003 20:30:22 -0700e.com
From: nf otif___

To: ree 4

Your 1999 One dollar bill with serial number 10352-311 has just been re-entered into Where s George?!

 afrma'^ net

'
Congratulations F.L. Reed!

Click on the link below to see the tracking report
htt ://www.wherescreor e.co /re•ort h 3?ke -=-. 230968a9a45 723fbc9 lfa6a9de4319

(You
 may need to copy and paste the entire link into your browser.)

roPy and be sure to tell your friends?

Two hits on one day!
The July 4th holiday was a bang
up occasion for one Georger.

Page: 1

Map H: Tracking Bill $20 CL03---4A, Series 1996
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Map I: Tracking Bill $10 DJ03---5A, Series 2003
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This champion $10 Alex Hamilton
logged an impressive 5,208 miles in a
mere 302 days-plus; however almost
all of it was racked up in a furious 10
week span overseas with the U.S.
military (or foreign service) personnel
or dependents and a repatriation
back to North Carolina before show-
ing up in Columbus, OH seven
months later.

since the previous report. Cumulative totals are also kept.
Reports only include the serial letters and first three numbers of the

Serial Number to preclude bogus entries. "The serial numbers are masked
with '----' in order to prevent people from re-entering bills on this list and
artificially inflating these statistics," Eskin's brainchild affirms. We have
honored this pseudo-nymity in this article.

To date the top ten $1 notes in the system have received 11-15 hits
each. The top $2 had 11 hits. Top 5s (Old Style), 11; tens (OS), 9; twenties
(OS), 8; fifties (OS), 6; and 100s (OS), 6. In 2003 among Large portrait cur-
rent style FRNS, fives, 9-11; tens, 6-9; twenties, 6-9; fifties, 4-5; and
Benjamins, 4-7.

What's the itinerary of a well-traveled $100 bill? In two years, 304
days, 12 hours and fifty minutes, a recent series Benjamin popped up in
places from Salt Lake City, UT to Carthage, MO, to Newcastle, and Beryl,
UT, to Bellingham, WA, to Calimesa, CA, to Norfolk, VA. Shortest time
between reports was under five hours for the Newcastle to Beryl, UT, jaunt.
Longest time was 141 days+ on the California to Virginia leg of its journey.

As currency collectors, we find such circulation patterns fascinating.
Several are tracked here on notes entered on the wheresgeorge? web data-
base. Map B shows the recorded travels of a Series 1995 $1 FRN, serial #
D776...L. This was the most recorded note in the database when this article
was first drafted in 2003 with 15 recorded sightings, and remains one of the
top notes. Even with so many reported sightings, its circulation illustrates a
basically regional pattern: In an approximate three-year period it remained
in the middle Atlantic and midwest region of the country.

Its 2000 mile jaunt started at Dayton, OH, with stops at four additional
Ohio communities (Bellbrook, Trenton, Middletown and Cincinnati) before
traveling to Wichita, KS (where it was spotted twice in four months), skip-
ping to Missouri for stops in Marshfield, Lebanon, Richland, Arnold,
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Florissant and Crystal City over a nine month span, and then showing up in
Chesapeake and Portsmouth, VA, a year later.

Map C traces the reported route of another much sighted bill, a Series
1999 $1 FRN, serial #F077...H. Over a two-year period it took a bicoastal jour-
ney of nearly 5,400 miles, beginning in Greenville, SC, skipping cross country
to Las Vegas a week later, and stopping in Henderson, NV; College Place,
WA; La Grande (twice), Elgin and Lake Oswego, OR during a two-month
period; then tripping to Grass Valley, CA; Blaine and Bellingham, WA;
Springville, UT; and returning to Grass Valley thirteen months after first being
sighted there.

Map D exhibits yet another style of circulation, a bill on the fast track. In
just over a year, this Series 1999 $1 FRN L040...S traveled more than 9,000
miles with virtually monthly sightings along the way. Its reported travels
commenced at a Las Vegas casino, was found three days later in Honolulu, One of the WG? notes to come
Hawaii, where the finder scribbed "travel well bill, travel well" on its back, into this author's possession via
showed up in Washington, DC three weeks later, and New York City three a friendly bank teller.
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months lafter that. It stuck around New York for five months and additional
sightings at NYC, Poughkeepsie and Greenvale, NY, tripped to Miami Beach two
months later, and received three additional south Florida hits in the succeeding
eight weeks.

Of course in each of these journeys are long "hidden" periods, where notes
may have lain dormant in a bank vault, a cash drawer or safe, remained for a
time in the hands of souvenir hunters, or taken "side trips" on the sly which
unfortunately were not entered in the wheresgeorge? database.

A trip to the local bank yielded this interesting WG? note (page 431. Stamped in red
around the Fed Bank Seal it reads: "Track This Bill / / www.wheresgeorge.com". On
back also in red it reads "See where I've been. Track where I go next. Enter my serial
number at www.Wheresgeorge.com" Also in the bottom margin is this legend in green:
"Currency Tracking [Study]" When I entered the note in the Wheresgeorge? database
later in the day, I found out it had initially been entered March 30, 2003, in Gretna, NE.
The first hit was recorded 67 days and 390 miles down the road in OKC, the morning of
the day I received it at the bank! Two hits in one day! The user's note that morning was
"Johnny Carino's deposit. Not in good condition." We agree with Johnny the pizza man.

Map E tracks the journey of one of today's George all stars. This note was
first entered in Grapevine, TX (a Dallas suburb), made stops at Big "D" and
Garland (another suburb), hit Shreveport, LA, returned to Rockwall and Irving,
TX (both additional Dallas suburbs -- heck, they don't call it BIG "D" for nothin'),
and frequented such outlying precincts as Panguitch, UT, Kincheloe and
Rudyard, MI.

Map F tracks an all star Benjamin $100 note B042---B Series 1977. This
impressive C-note travelled 9,657 milies in less than two years, a trek of approxi-
mately 14 miles per day. Its itinerary started at Waldorf, MD, skipped cross
country to Berkeley, CA, up the left coast to Kent, WA, back to Lorton, VA, out
west to Phoenix, AZ and thence to Middleboro, MA. The well traveled note's
impressive four transcontinental jaunts piled up frequent traveler's mileages of
2,400, 2,300, 1,900 and 2,300 padding its resume.

Map G meanwhile illustrates one of the most recorded U.S. Grants ($50),
which was strictly a regional traveler in Kansas and bordering Missouri.
Beginning in Lenexa, KS, it showed up 178 days later in Liberty, MO, 216 days
later in Winfield, KS, back to Kansas City, MO 330 days later, and 56 days after
was sighted in Mankato, KS. "Homebody" Grant, as I call this bill, shuffled a
mere 633 miles in two years, 267 days, 20 hours and 28 minutes. WG? calculates
this as a mere 0.63 miles per day. I prefer the miniscule calculation of 0.026 miles
per hour for the slowpoke bill!

Map H illustrates a similarly pedestrian Andy Jackson ($20) note, which is
never-the-less one of the all stars for its denomination. During a period of nearly
two years (actually one year, 359 days, 21 hours and 52 minutes) this bill showed
up eight times in a California sandbox encompassed by Livermore, Laguna
Niguel (twice), San Diego (thrice), Los Angeles and San Diego once again. WG?
reports this waltz as 662 miles and 0.91 miles per day. Of course, your intrepid
scribe thinks AJ had one boot pinned by a Tennessee toothpick while his other
boot jigged like a limping snail at a trifling over 0.037 MPH.

Map I illustrates the international nature of this quest and the global reach
of the Yankee dollar. The most hit tenspot started overseas and racked up an
impressive itinerary before it returned home. Its transatlantic jaunt in less than a
year has thus far racked up a tad over 5,200 miles, and a speedy 17 mile per day
average. This immigrant Alex commenced its travels at Schwetzingen, Germany
in the possession of a U.S. GI Joe or Jane, or perhaps a dependant. It skipped to
Rhein-Main Air Base in Germany, where it got "hit" twice within a week, thence
on to the U.S. Army Postal Exchange at Hauau, Germany, on to Garmisch
Germany, U.S. Military Bank (twice within nine days) and back to Arden, NC a
mere 11 days later. The following day a recorder "got it as a tip at the Black
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Forest Restaurant" in Arden, NC. It was re-entered by the wait person at
Asheville, and showed up 222 days, 21 hours, 54 minutes later in Columbus,
OH. Since this was a recent sighting, the bill may still be in circulation.

Map J shows a well traveled "Abie Baby." This five-spot traveled 1,348
miles in a year and a half, about 2.5 miles per day on average. Before winding
up at Port Saint Lucie, FL, it had stopovers in Belle Glade and Orlando in the
Sunshine State, Ann Arbor and Monroe, MI (twice) -- the former home to the
Wolverines of the University of Michigan and the later former home of Doc
Heath founder of the ANA. Prior stops were Toledo (pronounced Tu LEE
DOO) (twice), Troy and Dayton, OH.

Reporters are also enabled to enter a short note about the bill into the data-
base at the time of reporting. Many (perhaps a quarter to a third, like the
Hawaiian native who received Bill D above and wrote a message on its back)
do. This can include the circumstances under which the note came into their
possession, where they themselves spent it, its condition, or other aspects of its
journey (additional graffiti, etc.).

Typical of these comments are (all reported as recorded on the website):
• "received george at the local texico gas station he is looking a little worn, two

corners folded over"
• "I got this bill in good shape for change of a $10 bill when i gave for a cheer-

leader fundraiser"
• "got it here in Hawaii from a tourist. I put on the back 'travel well bill, travel

well'."
• "used to pay toll on the Maine Turnpike"
• "received from brother in upstate NY who was really excited to find this bill,

but didnt have a computer to see where it [came from]"
• "I received this bill from my Mom she found it one day and saved it for me. I

re-stamped it and sent George on his way."
• "received from Burger King as change on a Whopper Jr."

Take me to II wheresgeorge.com
to see where I've been! is the
most recent WG? note to come
to my personal attention. In
approximately four and one-
fourth years, three WG? notes
have crossed my palm from cir-
culation (not including the notes
from Mark Anderson, Tom
DeLorey, or my bank teller),
which seems to be a fairly high
rate. Marked bills represent
less than .04 of one-percent of
the notes in circulation. I doubt
that I've handled 7500 dollar
notes during those 51 months.



Note lifespans are a
curious subject

How long DO our
FRNs circulate?

How many times do
they pass hand to
hand in that time?

I asked this question
of BEP spokesperson
Claudia Dickens,
who has helped me
out many times in
the past. She gave
me the following
data on May 7,
2003:

$1
$5
$10
$20
$50
$100

22 months
16 months
18 months
24 months
60 months
102 months

"To my knowledge
neither the Bureau
nor the Department
of the Treasury has
calculated 'exposure
rates' for the
denominations --
this would fall under
the Federal
Reserve," she wrote.

So I contacted David
Skidmore, an econo-
mist at the Federal
Reserve.

(continued on p. 436)
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• "well its small, pretty and white and grey on one side and white and green
on the other. I got it at lorenzo's pizza place in walla walla washington
last night. it is a very good dollar bill. I hope the next person that gets it
treats it well and doesn't us (sic)"

• "Got this bill from a big Angel Fan. He said the Giants stink and Bonds suf-
fers from roid rage."
The Federal Reserve estimates the average $1 bill circulates for about 18

months before wearing out. A PBS special "The Lifespan of Money" reported
22 months. A five-spot circulates about a year (PBS reported 15 months);
Twenties last about two years; tens about 15 months (according to PBS) and
Grants and Benjamins for nine years (again PBS reported eight years and also
later said "up to nine years"). Many of the lower denomination notes in the
WG? database have documented circulations exceeding their "life expectan-
cies," but may have done so because they were kept for periods as souvenirs.

Some notes are on their last legs, though. "This bill has definitely seen
better days. Really ragged. Just got it in change at the gas station in
Bloomington, IL" a reporter wrote about one recorded note in the database.

The website also hosts a public forum, where registered users can post
George stories and ask questions.

Recent questions have included:
"Has anyone ever gotten your own bill back with a hit on it?" Amy in

Indiana asked.
Ish Kabibble (obviously a pseudo name) responded promptly:
"I have, several hundreds of times, I work at a bank and all the tellers

save george bills for me. Since I stamp my own bills also (10,000+) they tend to
find a lot of those too. I just take them and make sure they go back out into cir-
culation with a new customer. I have tried to hit a few wilds that were not ori-
gionally mine and found out I had already hit them months before, again, I
just make sure they go back out into circulation, and hope for the best!!"

Hits come not only from the U.S. and Canada, but U.S. dollars being the
grease of commerce woldwide, reports come in from overseas too. During
Operation Iraqui Freedom, one Georger posted this entry with evident glee:
"I heard on the news this morning that US Dollars will be paid to workers in
Iraq. I found a story on CNN confirming it. It could mean some Iraq hits for
some lucky Georgers."

"I already have a hit from Iraq," Speedracer quickly responded. He
pointed proudly to the hit registered by "Little Drummer Girl" on one of his
dollar bills: "I am a female soldier on the front lines in Iraq. I brought this bill
with me from home in Florida." This exchange sparked a melee of chatter,
among which was this response to a Georger asking what zip code Iraq would
be, and Blaster chirping in "How about 5. . .4. . .3. . .2. . .1 (boom)."

The site and the activity of Georging can be addictive. Spartanbill was
searching google for some information on the Atlanta area and the immense
search engine came up dry. "I was surprised Google came up empty, until I
noticed why," Bill recorded, "Instead of typing 'Georgia,' I had typed
"Georger."'

A "wild George" is kind of like a mustang. It's a note that has been reg-
istered, but has yet to be ridden (receive its first hit). Where's the best place to
find "wild Georges"? a Vermont college student attending school in Missouri
asked. Location. Location. Location, a choir of Georgers responded. It pays
to be in the proximity where rabid registrants are releasing bills.

Leading states in terms of George Bills entered per capita in a recent
compilation of this data included not surprisingly small population states:
Washington, Alaska, District of Columbia, Nevada, Utah, Vermont, Oregon,
Nebraska, New Jersey and New Hampshire. All sported more than 200
George bills per thousand residents, including the populous Garden State,
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Travels of bills "hit" by the author from circulation
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Check your pockets, perhaps you have a WG? bill
I have "hit" three WG? bills from circulation during the past 4 1 /2 years since then SPMC

Treasurer Mark Anderson passed me one across the SPMC board table. These are illustrated below.

(1) One Dollar Bill, Serial# L050---A Series 1999
This bill travelled 475 Miles in 201 Days, 17 Hrs, 24 Mins at an average of 2.4 Miles per day.
Sep-09-03 10:24 AM 	 Oklahoma City, OK 	 76 Days, 14 Hrs, 25 Mins 9.1 0.12

User's Note [Edit] 	 note has graffiti and is torn slightly
Jun-24-03 07:59 PM 	 Yukon, OK 	 125 Days, 2 Hrs, 59 Mins 466 3.7
Feb-19-03 04:00 PM 	 Cumming, IA Initial Entry n/a n/a

(2) One Dollar Bill, Serial# G679---E Series: 1999
This bill travelled 394 Miles in 68 Days, 4 Mins at an average of 5.8 Miles per day.
Jun-06-03 09:18 PM 	 Oklahoma City, OK 	 11 Hrs, 6 Mins 4.1 9.0
Jun-06-03 10:11 AM 	 Oklahoma City, OK 	 67 Days, 12 Hrs, 58 Mins 390 5.8
Mar-30-03 08:13 PM 	 Gretna, NE 	 Initial Entry n/a n/a

(3) One Dollar Bill, Serial# K123---A Series: 2001
This bill travelled 96 Miles in 132 Days, 17 Hrs, 45 Mins at an average of 0.73 Miles per day.
Sep-21-05 04:01 PM 	 Oklahoma City, OK 132 Days, 17 Hrs, 45 Mins 	 96	 0.73

User's Note [Edit] 	 this note will appear in PAPER MONEY Nov/Dec 2005
May-11-05 10:15 PM 	 Ardmore, OK Initial Entry 	 n/a	 n/a

(Incidently, the note Mark gave me turned up in Choctaw, OK 220 days after I spent it in
Oklahoma City. Choctaw is only 18 miles from OKC.)
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home of several rabid Georgers.
"I've hit two bills altogether - both wilds. Got one (Natural George) at

McDonald's and the other (overmarked Abe) at an Amoco, within a month of
each other last year. I guess it's pot luck. I'd really like to hit one or two more
pretty soon," a New Jerseyan named Josh wrote.

So if you want to particpate even on a limited basis, it's easy enough.
Mark a few notes and spend them in a place where they will turn around
quickly. Covenience stores, arcades, fast food restaurants, toll boths are prime
venues. "If your bills end up back at a bank, it could be months until they
make it out again.," the website cautions.

According to statistics compiled by the website, the "average" time for a
hit is 27 days. Patience is a virtue. "Don't be upset if your first hit takes a
month or longer. The hits will come. . . . We've had people who have entered
more than 1,000 bills before getting a hit." the webmaster cautions.

Of course this way to study a note's hidden life by self-selecting, self-
reporting is imprecise. Just the story of the first note Mark Anderson found
illustrates some of the pitfalls: (1) the carry [not circulation] as I brought it
from Memphis to Dallas; (2) the long delay and a carry [again not circulation]
between Dallas and OKC, and (3) another delay [not circulation] between my
reentering it in the database and finally spending it for dinner a month later.

But you get the idea. Notes circulating "far from home" was the wildcat
banker's delight. Sorting old saddle blanket Nationals was a problem and led
to geographical lettering; sorting small size NBNs brought about Type 2 notes
with additional charter numbers to make the sorting easier on redemption.

"Georgeversary" is self-explanatory. I'll be celebrating another one soon,
thank you. Registrants get automatic notification when a bill they have regis-
tered is re-entered into the system. So I'll keep up on my notes' progress, and
then I'll report on my success/ failure in a future update in Paper Money. If you
have WG? experiences, I'd be pleased to report on yours too.

Where Are They Now?
Earlier in the story, I mentioned that I had purchased a rubber stamp and

started sending WG? notes down the streams of commerce. What results have
I seen? Hits are reported in e-mail messages, which then direct recipients to
URLs where they can locate details.

Here was my George Score in February 2004:
• You have entered 118 Bills worth $139
• Bills with hits: 21
• Total hits: 26
• Hit rate: 17.80%
• George Score: 548.00
• Your rank (based on George Score) is #4,875 (out of 12,639 current

users with a George Score. [61.4 Percentile]
Then here's my "report card" to date as reported recently on the

wheresgeorge? website:
• You have entered 118 Bills worth $139
• Bills with hits: 22
• Total hits: 29
• Hit rate: 18.64%
• Slugging Percentage: 24.58% (total hits / total bills)
• George Score: 558.54
• Your rank (based on George Score) is #7,186 (out of 25,239 current

users with a George Score. [71.5 Percentile])
So its clear that my scores have improved in the last 20 months. My

George Score is up 10.54 points, and although my absolute rank has dropped
my percentile rating is up 10.1 points because there are twice as many active
Georgers now than February 2004. I hasten to add that all of this is the result

He was kind enough
to refer my inquiry
to Keri Minehart at
the Fed.

Keri proved helpful.
She responded on
May 14, 2003:

"I checked with our
cash office and they
said the Fed hasn't
done any studies
that track the num-
ber of people that
handle a note before
it is taken out of cir-
culation.

"For your reference,
he did provide me
with some addition-
al numbers that ... I
hope helps.

"The Board reevalu-
ated note life for a
study that we con-
ducted last year
[2002].

"We used four theo-
retical models to
calculate note life,
which differs from
the study that we
conducted in 1990
(which is the source
for most reports on
note life).

"The revised average
note life by denomi-
nation follows:

(continued on p. 438)
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Just how long do dollars circulate
, 
anyway?

While engaging in Georging, I wondered how long various bills circulate and how many cash transactions an aver-
age note facilitates during that time. I figured it would be easy to answer these questions. Boy, was I naive! It depends who
you ask.

In the mid-1960s the Treasury Deparment estimated that $1 notes circulated for 13 months. In 1976 Research
Triangle Institute, a government contractor engaged to study replacement of one notes with a circulating dollar coin, esti-
mated that paper dollars circulated for 18 months. The last time I checked in 2003, a Bureau of Engraving and Printing
spokesperson told me that the Federal Reserve (their client for FRNs) figured the lifespan of a $1 FRN at 22 months.

In pressing for more data, we determined that the fabric of the notes remained the same (capable of being folded
and unfolded 8,000 times!), but the "standards" for pulling notes from circulation varied.

So I contacted the Federal Reserve (not an easy thing to do if you are a private citizen) and after getting bounced
around a lot and leaving strings of messages, the questions got around to "velocity," that is how often notes turn over in
commerce.

The Fed defines "velocity" as the average number of time per period (year) a unit of currency (dollar) is used in
making a transaction. According to "household surveys" on the use of cash conducted in 1984, 1985 and 1995, by the
Michigan Survey Research Center for the Federal Reserve, "the annual turnover rate" of cash in June 1984 was 50. In June
1985, the number was 40. In May 1995, it had fallen to 36. Apparently this reflects two things: (1) a great increase in U.S.
currency held off shore; and (2) the more frequent use of alternate payment methods than cash, like plastic, checks, and
electronic payments.

To the best finding of my reportial skill, nobody who talks to the man on the street will discuss this or even claim
to understand why a "reporter" would want to know. I'd get referred to "fact sheets," which really had no "facts." I'd get
involved in circular discussion about "velocity," "redundancy" (which appears to have some relationship to notes just sitting
around and not circulating), "inflation" (which is a fancy way to dodge the question by pointing out that "notes are less use-
ful today than they were back then.")

I couldn't believe our government -- whose GAO, Census Bureau and myriad other bean counters too numerous
to mention -- couldn't answer a simple questions, such as "How often does a $5 FRN turn over before being pulled and
replaced in circulation?" or "How many cash transactions does the average $1 note or $100 note facilitate before it is too
worn to be useful?" I asked a simple question, "If a dollar turns over 36 times per year and lasts 1.5 years, does that mean
that an average dollar is spent 54 times?" Or, "If a $5 lasts two years, does that mean a five dollar bill turns over 27 times
per year (3/4 as much)?" And, "If a $100 lasts for nine years, does that mean a C-note turns over a mere six times per year
(1/6 as often)?" But there were no simple answers forthcoming.

So being something of a money addict, I delved into Department of the Treasury studies required by the Anti-
Drug Abuse Act of 1988. According to that study "while the amount of these notes ($100s and $50s) in circulation is signif-
icant, the usage of the notes in financial transactions is limited. Over the last several years, the BEP production require-
ments for the two denominations were approximately 6 percent of the total production of all U.S. paper money."

Then I looked at "Hearings on The United States $1 Coin Act of 1997, H.R. 2637 before the Subcommittee on
Domestic & International Monetary Policy, October 21, 1997." According to trade associations for users of coin-operated
machines this is a complex question:

"Most people get their cash from Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs) or a bank teller window -- usually $10 and
$20 bills. These bills are then spent at grocery stores, chain restaurants, convenience and drug stores, for example. During
these transactions, coins and $1 bills enter consumers' pockets and purses. Later on, the coins and $1 bills find their way
into vending machines, transit fareboxes, parking meters, pay phones, and library copy machines." Thus, indicated Coin
Coalition representative James C. Benfield, "The term circulate is a far more descriptive of how coins and notes move in the
economy than one might realize. Large bills move in one circle -- from banks to consumers to retailers, then back to banks
again. At the retail level, coins start at the bank, move to cash retailers, to consumers, to coin-operated machines, then back
to the bank. Thus, if the store manager does not get $1 coins in the morning to make change, consumers will not receive
them later that day."

I eventually got ahold of an economist at one of the Fed District Banks. He directed me to a lot of data, but did
not answer my questions either. So my question remains and maybe a PM reader can help. Statistics exist that tell us the
paper money component of the "Ml" money supply, and the number of cash transactions, and the lifespan of notes by
denominations, how then do we "figure" out how many times the various denominations turn over in circulation. I just
want an authoritative answer to "A $5 Lincoln FRN is spent (blank) times before it is retired," or ditto other bills. Really,
this doesn't seem like it should be a puzzler, so what am I missing? Do you have the answer?	 -- Fred Reed	 +
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of my activities in June 2003, with no activity on my part since.
I'll review what has transpired:
On June 5, 2003, I purchased the aforementioned rubber stamp from the

UPS store near me. The overprint was large, brassy and bold. Text was four
lines of "double spaced" 12-point garamond type:

"Here Today; There Tomorrow
Enter This Note Today on
www.wheresgeorge.com
Follow Its Future Progress"
Almost immediately after placing the order for the rubber stamp I had a

tinge of "buyer's remorse." I wished I'd said "Follow Its Future Travels"
instead. Oh well.

I stamped the bills in my pocket totalling $32 bucks (as reported in detail
elsewhere). My bills were "chicken Georges," stamped only on back. The next
day I spent them on the way to / from the bank to pick up the aforementioned
additional 100 dollar bills. My friendly bank teller inquired why I wanted 100
Georges. When I told her, she grinned and said they "frequently" got such
notes in their transactions at my bank, Lincoln National Bank (since defunct).
"In fact," she said, "she'd gotten one that morning." I traded her one of my
WG? notes for hers.

My spending pattern on my initial WG? foray is highlighted in a box
within this article. I might mention that I at the time I had two grandkids,
hence two Disney Nemo / McDonalds Happy Meals deals to work on.

On Thursday morning before I left for the 2003 Memphis Show, I already
had an OKC hit on one of the $17. I was exhiliariated (Georgewise) as I headed
east.

The strap of dollar notes I'd purchased at my bank were all very well cir-
culated. One was Series 1985. Four were Series 1995. Seventeen were Series
2001. Most were Series 1999. Many were VG-F; only a couple were as nice as
VF. The rest were in between. Clearly many were on their last legs. If I'd have
wanted to maximize by George research I would have asked for new fresh bills
which would have had a lower "mortality rate." I stamped the 100 singles on
June 6-12 2003 and spent most of them on my trip to Memphis, TN for the
International Paper Money Show there.

According to my log, here's where they went:
$7 in singles with dealer John Parker for a photo of an exhibit of Abraham Lincoln

items from the J. Doyle DeWitt collection (a really neat item, thanks John!)
$10 singles for raffle tickets to the Tom Bain Raffle at the SPMC members' break-

fast
$3 singles in the Coke machine on the Marriott 14th floor for two diet Pepsis, but

the machine served up Mountain Dews instead
$7 singles to buy a $6.50 ticket to the Memphis Redbirds baseball game and watch

MIPM show chairman Mike Crabb throw out the ceremonial first pitch (not
a bad effort for an old guy, Mike!)

$10 singles for peanuts and a beer at the game (what's roundball without a brew
and some nuts!)

$6 singles towards $6.25 for a polish sausage and a Coke at the game (so I was still
hungry!)

$2 singles for 80-cent trolley rides to and from the game (take the Memphis trol-
ley. It's open air and saves the feet after a long day standing around in the
bourse room!)

$1 single to repay Mark Anderson for the initial WG? note (Mark, is a banker and
an MBA, a fine friend for getting me into this WG? business!)

$2 singles for Pepsis in the coke machine at the hotel (these were cans and actually
held Pepsi!)

$16 singles in Brinkley, AR for a Father's Day feast at the Western Sizzler on way
home (yum, yum!)

$1 single towards a $3 tip at the Sizzler to the wait person
$22 singles in Roland, OK at the Pilot station for a coke and 14.4 gals of gas at

$1	 21.3 months
$5	 24.4 months
$10 25 months
$20 21.8 months
$50 41.8 months
$100 60.4 months

"Please note, how-
ever," she wrote,
"that note life for
the $50 and $100
denominations are
influenced (down-
ward) by the prema-
ture destruction of
$100s in 1996 and
$50s in 1997.

"We destroyed all
old-design $100s
and $50s as we
introduced the
Series 1996
designs."

So this would appear
to be the authorita-
tive data currently.

Readers will note
that the prior Fed
study reported that
Lincoln $5s and
Hamilton $10s had
the briefest project-
ed lifespans.
Currently circulation
patterns have cur-
tailed Jackson $20s,
indicating to me that
inflation and ATMs
have shifted note
usefulness up the
denomination lad-
der. -- Fred Reed
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Not all collectors are happy with WG? stamped notes

N OT ALL COLLECTORS ARE ENAMORED BY WG? NOTE STAMPING, AND MY COLLEAGUE,
Chicago coin dealer Torn DeLorey whose opinions I value highly, is one of those. Tom objected to the

disfiguring graffiti on a note he'd found in a memo published in an issue of the e-Sylum electronic newsletter,
edited by SPMC member Wayne Homren, two years ago.

I was interestred in Tom's revulsion to the practice and we exchanged several cordial e-mails on the sub-
ject. Torn shared the note with
me so I could illustrate it here.
He and Wayne also consented to
me reprising Tom's views:
"Over the years I have received
a few 'Where's George' bills in
circulation, and in the original
spirit of the game have reported
the serial numbers before pass-
ing the bill on, in another state

whenever possible. It was
fun.

"Now, how-
ever, I have

in front of
me a $1
bill with a
large red
stamp on
the front.
..a larger

red stamp
on back. .

.[and] small
blue

www.wheresge-
orge.com borders at

both ends of both sides of the
note.

"Perhaps I am being a bit cur-
mudeonly, but this excessive
marking has crossed the line
between fun and games and the
deliberate mutilation of curren-
cy. I have not reported this bill,
and I am going to tear it in half
and turn it in at the bank for
replacement."

I checked the bill report on the
website and found it had been

. entered in Fishers, IN and spent
on a trip to Chicago more than
two years ago. It has not reap-
peared so perhaps friend Torn
did indeed cash it in.

Any comments from our mem-
bers on the WG? practice, pro or
con?
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$1.389 / gal (don't we wish we'd see that gas price again!)
When I returned, already had a hit on one of the baseball game notes!
I also came back with $15 in singles stamped on the front, most of which I

spent at McDonalds over the next few days buying kid's meals to round out
the "Finding Nemo" toy collections of my two grandkids.

Where did my bills show up in the following months? At banks, at pizza
places, a K-marts, at Burger Kings, at Taco Buenos, at movie theaters, in fact all
the normal places where one gets singles in change.

Was I able to learn anything about currency movement for this investiga-
tion? Not really. The sample was way too small and there were too many

0/P 0/P
Denom Series Serial # Grade Face Back Date Use
$1 	 1995 K244---M Fine XXX 6/6/03 Lincoln NB / purchased another WG? Note
$1 	 1995 H372---J Fine XXX 6/6/03 McDonalds Nemo Happy Meal
$1	 1999 L425---R Fine XXX 6/6/03 McDonalds Nemo Happy Meal ****
$1	 1999 J440---D Fine XXX 6/6/03 McDonalds Nemo Happy Meal ****
$1	 1999 B956---L Fine XXX 6/6/03 McDonalds Nemo Happy Meal ****
$1 	 1999 K268---B Fine XXX 6/6/03 McDonalds Nemo Happy Meal ****
$1	 1999 G615---I Fine XXX 6/6/03 McDonalds Nemo Happy Meal
$5	 1999 BK405---5A Fine XXX 6/6/03 7-Eleven for gas @ $1.42 / 6.995 gal.
$5 	 2001 CK355---2A Fine XXX 6/6/03 Petsmart, crickets & comets 	 ****
$5	 2001 CD059---0A Fine XXX 6/6/03 7-Eleven for gas @ $1.42 / 6.995 gal.
$10	 1999 BK498---7B Fine XXX 6/6/03 Akin's Natural Foods Market
The author's initial foray into WG?dom included EMSing these 11 bills 28 months ago. All notes were well circulated.
FINE may be a generous grade. Even though these notes were on their last legs, incredibly five (indicated by **** above,
see compilation of all notes below) of them were "hit" (reentered into the WG? database) after I spent them!
Furthermore, since all were stamped on their backs (showing yours truly to be a real "Chicken George") apparently this
did not handicap the effort to any great extent. Fresher, new bills with longer life expectancy might have improved the
"George Score."

3 Hits
$1 1999 K458---J Guthrie, OK 7/4/03 26 miles

Guthrie, OK 1 /5 / 05 N/A
Norman, OK 3/22/05 44 miles

2 Hits
$1 1999 K268---B Houghton, MI 10/26/03 17 miles

Mohawk, MI 1 / 11 / 04 926 miles
$1 1999 J440---D Hammond, OK 12/10/03 107 miles

Hammond, OK 12/20/03 N/A
$1 1999 K935---H Kewanee, MO 7/4/03 453 miles

Crystal Lake, IL 8/5/03 390 miles
$1 1999 K626---F Memphis, TN 7/6/03 435 miles

Riverside, CA 7/7/03 1565 miles
1 Hit

$1 1999 J229---A Oklahoma City, OK 6/10/03 N/A
$1 1999 L112---M Grenada, MS 6/14/03 457 miles
$1 1999 J222---A Germantown, TN 6/18/03 438 miles
$1 2001 CK355---2A Noble, OK 6/21/03 29 miles
$1 1999 K406---B Oklahoma City, OK 6 / 21 / 03 5.7 miles
$1 1999 J268---A Cordova, TN 6/21/03 441 miles
$1 1999 C130---J Ft. Smith, AK 6/25/03 179 miles
$1 1999 G459---H Medina, OH 7/3/03 933 miles
$1 1999 J241---A Memphis, TN 7/7/03 426 miles
$1 1999 J343---D Oklahoma City, OK 7/8/03 10 miles
$1 1999 L425---R Mulhall, OK 7/21/03 38 miles
$1 1999 J297---A Westerly, RI 8/23/03 1444 miles
$1 1999 C351---B Tampa, FL 9/24/03 1028 miles
$1 1999 B956---L Oklahoma City, OK 10/16/03 10 miles
$1 1999 L686---A Choctaw, OK 12/5/03 18 miles
$1 1999 K328---B Brandon, MS 1/24/04 489 miles
$1 1999 J207---A Apache, OK 3/7/04 62 miles
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unknowns. Did I have a good time? Definitely. I think using WG? as a tool,
we collectors can glean valid insights that are numismatically significant.

Would I do it again? Sure. In fact, I think I'll go get a whole bunch of
new notes with long legs and run the survey again. If a half dozen or so Paper
Money readers would do the same, we might be able to collate the results in a
year or two and come up with some interesting data.

Just notify me and we'll see what the future holds.
Subject: Notification trona

Date: Sat, 21 Jun 2003 08:27:44 -0700
From: notify ei,v heresgeorge,com

To: freed3@airmail.net

Notes originally entered into the
WG? database by the author have
hit in 10 states besides Oklahoma:
Arkansas, California, Florida,
Illinois, Michigan, Missouri,
Mississippi, Ohio, Rhode Island,
Tennessee. 7,,z indicates where
these notes have landed.

been toundl

To:

Sunday, June 22, 2003

Subject: Notification from Where's George? Your bill has been found!
Date: Sat, 21 Jun 2003 17:15:37 -0700

From: notify 6i) whcresgeoree.corn
To: freed30?airrnail.net

Congratulations F.L. Reed!

Your 1999 One dollar bill with serial number J2682---3A has just been re-entered into Where's Georg

June 22, 2003

Subject: Notification from Where's George? Your bill has been found!

Date: 
Sat, 21 Jun 2003 1371/:49 -0700

From: n 	 oFe.w es
freed,"i n t

Your 1999 One 

dollar bill with serial number 1C.4063-_--3S.has,3juascit6be3en.re-entered intoCongratulations F.L..18-eed!

Click on
 the link het ow to see the tracking report.

Notification from Where's George? Your bill has
been found.

Congratulations F.L. Reed!

Your 2001 Five dollar bill with serial number C1C355--92A has just been re-entered into Where's George?!

Click on the link below to see the tracking report.

]tttp://www.wheresgeorge.com/report php3?key..---b6f6039de8effl2d059dfc1225eb9fa2b
------

(You may need to copy and paste the entire link into your browser.)--- ;---------------- ---------

Thank
Than --- 	

--- - N7a74-.7;nf;;;;;;■;;;:j07.;:? 	 17”.. -

---------- Saturday June 21, 2003, was a
red letter day: my granddaugh-
ter Grace's third birthday party,
and I was informed that three of
my WG? bills had hit in OKC and
Noble,OK and Cordova, TN!
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